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Wiley X has French
markets covered

P

rotective-eyewear
manufacturer Wiley X
is continuing its rapid global
growth, with France the latest
country to join its ever-expanding
distribution network.
The company has appointed
highly reputable firm GMT
Outdoor as its exclusive
distributor for the hunting,
shooting and outdoor markets in
the country.
GMT Outdoor is a wellrespected firm in France with
more than 30 years of successful
trading in shooting, hunting and
outdoor markets behind it. It will
be supplying Wiley X’s hunting
lines as well as a wider range of
general outdoor eyewear in what
both parties describe as a ‘natural
fit’.

Wiley X’s Thomas Wæver (left) with Sébastien
Delfosse of GMT Outdoor.

Sébastien Delfosse, market
manager of GMT Outdoor,
explained: “We have been looking
for a professional eyewear brand
for some years now and when
Wiley X became a possibility, we
didn’t hesitate to sign up as an
exclusive distributor.
“GMT Outdoor will not only
be able to supply the best shooting

eyewear on the market but we will
also be able to set a landmark in
the outdoor market, because all
Wiley X models have much to
offer. All models are certified as
protective eyewear, which is a huge
bonus and much appreciated by
users when out in the wilderness
ready to take on Mother Nature.”
The agreement goes hand in
hand with the philosophy of
Wiley X Europe wanting to sign
exclusive distributor agreements in
each country in Europe, Middle
East, Africa and Russia.
Wiley X added more than
35 new distributors to its fastgrowing distributor network in
the last four years.
European vice-president and
outdoor director of Wiley X
Europe Thomas Wæver said: “We

sign with GMT Outdoor having
the highest expectations to boost
the Wiley X brand as well as sales
in France in the years to come.
“France, alongside Germany,
is one of the most important
countries for Wiley X in Europe.
By partnering up with a highly
professional company like GMT
Outdoor we not only ensure the
market presence needed but, just
as importantly, GMT has the
perfect setup and holds a lot of
other high-end brands that will
ensure a perfect business platform
for Wiley X.”
Wiley X
W: www.wileyx.eu
GMT Outdoor
W: www.gmtoutdoor.fr

CZ enjoys
NATO
recognition

Bering offers dealers 30 per cent margin
Bering Optics is looking for dealers
as it unveils its Prismatic reflex
sights, which will offer retailers a
guaranteed margin of 30 per cent.
These sights are said to have
been constructed to sustain
heavy recoil up to 500G and are
suitable for every calibre of firearm,
including 7.62x54, 12 gauge and
20 gauge.
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The sights have an easy-to-use
ballistic reticle with bullet-drop
compensation scale that allows for
fast target acquisition, especially
moving targets.
Each features illuminated
switchable reticle, red or green, with
five brightness settings. Prismatic
Reflex Sights may be also used
without batteries.

They also boast a durable and
reliable housing made of aircraft
aluminium and solid, heavy-duty
mounting screws.
With EU shipping and a limited
lifetime warranty, the Estonian firm
is convinced it is on to a winner.
Bering Optics
W: www.beringoptics.com

Czech manufacturer Česká
zbrojovka a.s and its CZ
brand enjoyed a key presence
at one of Europe’s largest
security shows, the 15th
annual NATO Days and
Czech Air Force Days.
Held in Ostrava, CZ
was able to present a wide
selection of its weapons during
the event, which showcases
heavy military, police and
rescue technology, special
unit training, air shows and
military and security unit
equipment.
By tradition the main
programme always takes
place at Leoš Janáček Airport
in Ostrava and enjoys
enormous public interest, with
attendance gauged this year at
around 225,000 visitors.

